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Editora do Brasil was founded 75 years ago, committed
to producing high-quality school books and children’s
literature. The main reason for our existence, one of the
largest Brazilian companies in the segment, is to contribute
to the strengthening of education and culture.
With a diverse and award-winning catalog, Editora do Brasil
always seeks to keep up to date and offer the best books.
In this catalog of foreign rights, we present a small
part of our vast collection, always with the quality that
we look for in our materials: consecrated and awarded
authors and illustrators and modern graphic designs. In
short, books that are a real treasure for our readers.
Thank you for appreciating Editora do Brasil and also
for helping us fulfill our mission of bringing to the world
books that fill us with pride and satisfaction.
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Age:

4 and up

4

Window,
Little Window

Author: Bia Villela
Illustrations: Bia Villela
Format: 20 x 20 cm
Pages: 24

collection
In this collection, each shape represented in the books combines apparently simple
but very creative traces, and the outcome is fantastic. It is certainly a great option
for young readers to get started in the reading universe.

What Is Your Day Like, Pelican?
ISBN: 978-85-10-06524-5
Climatic changes, surprises and daily adversities:
nothing scares this pelican that has always a plan to
seize the day. With this charismatic character, the
readers will be able to understand time, climate and
the activities that suit each one.

What Do I Look Like?
ISBN: 978-85-10-06525-2
This book shows the things a friendly rabbit discovers
about his body’s shape, hair and many of his physical
and emotional characteristics. After all, similarities
and differences are just a matter of point of view.

Circles Only?
ISBN: 978-85-10-06526-9
This book shows geometric shapes and sounds to
present some animals in a ludic and very colorful way.
Designed for young children, in this book the readers
will be able to observe the different dimensions
and uses of the circle combined with other shapes,
depicting animals and the sounds they make.
5

BUT...
Collection

Author: Renata Bueno
Illustrated by: Renata Bueno
Format: 16,2 x 23 cm
Pages: 46

The books of BUT… Collection are like this: on each page, a character surprises us. There’s
always the other side of the story to see. You just need to unfold the page!

6

BUT... Collection

Who Is Afraid of It?
ISBN: 978-85-10-05696-0
Is the wolf really that scary? And what makes the
vulture get so cute? And what does the Headless
Mule do when it is hungry? In this funny book,
Renata Bueno shows us that even the most terrifying
characters can be friendly too.

Is It Actually Sweet?
ISBN: 978-85-10-05751-6
Is the princess always a good girl? The kitten is not
always cute, especially when someone moves its food.
In this book of BUT… Collection, the author shows that
even the cutest characters have a bad side.

It Is Always Like This?
ISBN: 978-85-10-05874-2
No… It is not always like this. The pirate no longer
wants his wooden leg and the flying carpet is tired of
coming and going... Dying of laziness! This incredible
book shows us that everything can change.

7

Color and
Letter
Collection

Author: Ellen Pestili
Illustrated by: Ellen Pestili
Format: 23,5 x 22,5 cm
Pages: 24

The collection was especially designed for young readers who are learning to read and
write. The author uses simple texts and many illustrations based on the children’s daily
themes.

Who Comes and Goes Always Has a Way to Go
ISBN: 978-85-10-05335-8
There are several means of transportation, but we choose
them depending on where we want to go. In a ludic way, this
book shows many possibilities of locomotion and the most
appropriate ways to go to different places.

8

Color and Letter Collection

Each Home Combines With Each One
ISBN: 978-85-10-05334-1
Everybody has its own house, which can be large, small,
next to a tree or in the pond. The most important thing is
to feel good where we live.

I Feel What I Feel With the Five Senses
ISBN: 978-85-10-05333-4
This book draws the reader’s attention to different
sensations our senses can catch: some good, some not
so good.

If Seeds We Sow,
Gardens and Orchards Will Grow
ISBN: 978-85-10-06143-8
In the garden, everything can happen. Anything can grow.
In a fun way, this book lift the curiosity out of children
about the fauna and flora.

For Each Smile, a Different Style
ISBN: 978-85-10-06144-5
In forest’s school there are many different students. This new
title from Color and Letter Collection shows us how we can
all live through our differences and to respect them.
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Age:

5 and up

10

Trupe-Trinques

Format: 24 x 24 cm

Collection
This collection was born to captivate the young readers with high-quality
children’s literature. Funny stories, with texts full of imagination and creativity,
are the greatest appeal of the titles of this collection, made especially for the
little readers.

I Am a Gecko!
Author: Alexandre de Castro Gomes
Illustrations: Cris Alhadeff
Pages: 32
ISBN: 978-85-10-06529-0
In the imaginary world, everything is
possible. You can be a gecko, a spider or
a dinosaur; all you have to do is create.
Through a kid that plays make believe in
order to be whatever he wants, this book
dives into the powerful world of children’s
imagination. The story approaches themes
like animals and creativity, enabling a
discussion about the importance of playing
games and having fun in the childhood.

Every One and Everyone
Author: Marcelo Cipis
Illustrations: Marcelo Cipis
Pages: 32
ISBN: 978-85-10-06547-4
There is always someone we know who
knows someone who happens to be the
neighbor of our classmate. In a very fun
way, this book talks about interpersonal
relationships, the peculiarities in each one
of us, how close some social connections
are and also about proper names; all that
through universal themes, such as family
and friendship.
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Trupe-Trinques Collection

Of Course, Cleusa,
Of Course, Clóvis

Author: Raquel Matsushita
Illustrations: Raquel Matsushita
Pages: 40
ISBN: 978-85-10-06528-3
With a new and ludic visual language,
geometric shapes represent the characters
in this book, which tells the story of two
friends who do everything together, until
one day something unexpected happens
and they find out that there’s always room
for one more.

It Fits Just Right!
Authors: Andrea Viviana Taubman
and Marcelo Pellegrino
Illustrations: Guto Lacaz
Pages: 40
ISBN: 978-85-10-06543-6
Measures and portions, which are usually
subjective in everyday language, are
presented in this book in a very creative
and poetic way, approaching some
mathematical and geographical notions by
playing with the different measurements of
our daily lives.
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Age:

6 and up
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Kids’ Stuff
Collection

Author: Telma Guimarães
Format: 21,5 x 25 cm
Page: 16

In this collection, Telma Guimarães works in a joyful way some of the important
values for children’s formation. Different situations of children’s routine are
presented with a lot of creativity and simplicity, showing that it is possible to
learn with the differences.

The Happy Tree
Illustrated by: Fábio Sgroi
ISBN: 978-85-10-04835-4
The kids need to make a genealogical tree at school,
but they are confused... How will some branches of
tree be able to accommodate dad’s new wife and the
new brother, who is not mom’s son? The kids will learn
that families are different, but there is plenty of room
for love, affection and understanding for all.

No Girls Allowed
Illustrated by: Ellen Pestili
ISBN: 978-85-10-04210-9
Some friends decide to build a soccer team, but they
still need one member. The idea of inviting a girl
comes up. A girl in the team? No way! However, in
the moment they see Fernanda showing her abilities,
they realize they were completely wrong.

My Friend Etevildo
Illustrated by: Fábio Sgroi
ISBN: 978-85-10-04212-3
Everybody pays attention when there is someone new
at school, but Etevildo, a special boy, will make his
classmates even more curious. Spiky hair and above
average height make him more different. When a
friend gets sick, Etevildo shows that we can find true
friendship from those we least expect.
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Kids’ Stuff Collection

Celeste’s Invention
Illustrated by: Silvana Rando
ISBN: 978-85-10-04793-7
The teacher asked the classroom to bring photos of their pets. However, Celeste
doesn’t have one, so she decides to take a picture of Chocolate, the neighbor’s
dog, and to say that he was hers. Celeste will discover how important is to tell
the truth and that lies always have short legs.

True Friends
Illustrated by: Silvana Rando
ISBN: 978-85-10-04794-4
Bento does not want to go outside. He prefers to surf on internet, to take
care of his virtual pet, and to play video game alone. However, downstairs,
the fun is going on, with lots of popcorn and games. Is there still time to go
there and enjoy the real friends?

A Different Toy
Illustrated by: Ellen Pestili
ISBN: 978-85-10-04372-4
Thiago won a “gift” which he doesn’t seem to like: a little sister. The boy is
jealous of the younger sister. Leaving the prejudice aside, his parents give him
a different and special toy, showing that love and care are daily achievements,
available to all, without exception.

Celeste’s Plan
Illustrated by: Silvana Rando
ISBN: 978-85-10-06152-0
In this new adventure, the lively Celeste sees herself in front of a new problem,
but now she will use her creativity and quickness to face it ingeniously. In
this story, Telma Guimarães brings over the delightful Celeste and her tricks
to approach the importance of books and the spaces dedicated to them.

It’s a Jungle Party!
Illustrated by: Fábio Sgroi
ISBN: 978-85-10-04241-3
A young girl decides to celebrate her birthday in an unusual way: each guest
must come with their pet. The chaos is settled! The cat jumps at the piggy,
which jumps at the cake... Showing us that there’s always a room for creative
ideas, since the life of the party was the animals!
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Kids’ Stuff Collection

The Maria’s Saving
Illustrated by: Silvana Rando
ISBN: 978-85-10-01042-9
The twins Helena and Maria won a beautiful piggy bank from their Godmother.
However, one of the girls doesn’t know how to save money; she spends with
everything she sees, while her sister knows how to save a buck or two. It’s a
playful book that discuss a current theme: financial education.

No! It’s Mine!
Illustrated by: Lie A. Kobayashi
ISBN: 978-85-10-04211-6
It’s toy day at school. A life-like doll, a cat that jumps and roars and a teddy
bear who repeats everything... Every week Patrícia brings a different toy to
play, which would be great if she allowed her friends to play with. However,
everything will change soon. With teddy bear to help, she realizes that being
selfish is not fun.

Peace Puppet
Illustrated by: Lie A. Kobayashi
ISBN: 978-85-10-04225-3
Ana invites Miguel and Barbara to play. Right about to pick a game to play, the
dilemma starts. Ana and Barbara get along, but Miguel overlooks. Alone, he
realize that it’s not fun to play by himself. This book shows that kids can deal
with their own age conflicts and how they will always find a funny way to do it.
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Reading Art
for Children
Collection

Authors: Mércia Maria Leitão and Neide Duarte
Format: 23,5 x 22,5 cm
Pages: 32

Based on paintings made by famous artists, this collection works with short and fun
stories about them and their work. It was specially designed to promote the integration
of young readers with the fascinating world of art.
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Reading Art for Children Collection

Picasso and the Monkey Zezé
Illustrated by: Flávio Fargas
ISBN: 978-85-10-04798-2
In this book, with the painting Harlequim with guitar
(1918), by Pablo Picasso, the authors tell the story of a
funny and dreamy monkey named Zezé. With activities
and in a fun way, the book talks about the period during
which the painting was made and encourages children to
have more contact with art.

Tarsila and the Parrot Juvenal
Illustrated by: Nilton Bueno
ISBN: 978-85-10-05032-6
The painting Fruit seller (1925), made by Brazilian artist
Tarsila do Amaral, is the starting point to tell the story
of a parrot named Juvenal, a funny bird who loves fruits
and making friends. With curiosities and activities, the
authors encourage the children to have an early contact
with art.

Van Gogh and the Bird Téo
Illustrated by: Taline Schubach
ISBN: 978-85-10-04916-0
The work of the Dutch painter Van Gogh, specially the
painting The bedroom (1888), is the starting point of
this beautiful and funny book. Creating a new story and
considering the period during which the painting was
made, the authors play with some possibilities to make
the contact with art more fun to the young readers.

Renoir and the Butterfly Marieta
Illustrated by: Ellen Pestili
ISBN: 978-85-10-04719-7
The painting Pink and blue (1881), by Renoir, was the
inspiration for this book. The story of a funny butterfly
makes art and text dialogue, facilitating the presentation
of this great artist to children.
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Independents

Grandma’s Embroideries
Author: Nye Ribeiro
Illustrations: Ana Sanfelippo
Format: 21,5 x 25 cm

Pages: 32
ISBN: 978-85-10-06544-3

Manuela’s granny is a true embroidery artist. Grandma Cecília will
show different ways to embroider and stitch and she will transmit,
besides her lessons, a lot of affection, love and life teachings. This
text dives into the family relationships and shows how important
it is to respect elderlies’ knowledge and experiences.

The Best of the Party
Author: Nye Ribeiro
Illustrated by: Bruna Assis Brasil
Dimensions: 21,5 x 25 cm

Pages: 32
ISBN: 978-85-10-05872-8

In this tale, the friar with the black cap and crooked cane chases
the cat with the long nails, which ran to chase the gray haired rat,
who entered the church where a wedding will happen. The mess
is settled. A fun and clever book for a fan of a well told history.

What Outfit Fits the King’s Feast?
Author: Tino Freitas
Illustrations: Ionit Zilberman
Format: 21,5 x 25 cm

Pages: 32
ISBN: 978-85-10-06565-8

The fairytale “The emperor’s new clothes” inspired Tino Freitas
to tell, in verses, a story about animals and kings of all types
(even rock stars and soccer players…). When the party is
announced, the vassal animals go straight to the tailor to have
the most beautiful outfit. But the wise tortoise is about to rock
the other animals’ strategies.

Sand at the Beach
Author: Elma
Illustrations: Elma
Format: 21 x 28 cm

Pages: 32
ISBN: 978-85-10-06554-2

Sand was a very special gift that aunt Zulmira gave to her niece.
The girl loves the beach, but she can’t bathe in the sea with Sand,
because she is always on the leash... This narrative, created and
illustrated on sunny days by Elma, reveals a girl’s feelings when
she sees her pet disappear among the beach dunes. A touching
story about a true friendship and saudade, which is so difficult
to define.
20

Independents

The Light of My Eyes
Author: Celso Sisto
Illustrations: Celso Sisto
Format: 20,5 x 27,5 cm

Pages: 24
ISBN: 978-85-10-06545-0

In a simple way, this story transmits a positive and strong message
about differences and acceptance. The main character is a happy and
intelligent girl, whose father is blind. With sensibility and respect,
the author and illustrator Celso Sisto go through the subject in a very
delicate and poetic way, making us reflect on how beautiful life can be.
Affection and love will fascinate the readers.

The Cheerful Grandma Guida,
Which Is Too Distracted
Author: Tatiana Belinky
Illustrated by: Ana Terra
Format: 21,5 x 25 cm

Pages: 16
ISBN: 978-85-10-00697-2

This grandma is distracted: forgets and mixes many things, changes
all places, does a mess with objects. Just doesn’t forget one thing: win
everyone with her way of being.
Isn’t she adorable?

Waiting For Your Arrival
Author: Luís Dill
Illustrated by: Flávio Fargas
Format: 21,5 x 26 cm

Pages: 24
ISBN: 978-85-10-05133-0

The arrival of a new baby in the family is always something special
and full of arrangements and expectancies. This is the scenery
where a boy finds a special way to introduce the relatives to his
little brother who is about to be born.

Josefina Wants To Be a Ballerina
Author: Claudia Souza
Illustrated by: Alexandre Rampazo
Format: 25 x 21,5 cm

Pages: 32
ISBN: 978-85-10-06150-6

Josefina really wants to be a ballerina. The parents enrolled her in
ballet lessons, but she doesn’t learn how to dance. In addition,
changing dance schools is not enough: Josefina won’t do the activities
proposed, not even keep up with the class. So why Josefina still wants
to be a ballerina? A story about what we are and want to be, even if it
is just imagination.
21

Age:

7 and up
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Independents

Changing Charlotte
Author: Manuel Filho
Illustrations: Veridiana Scarpelli
Format: 20,5 x 23,5 cm
Pages: 48
ISBN: 978-85-10-06584-9
Suddenly, Charlotte realized that things
didn’t need to be always the same and that,
sometimes, changes can have fantastic
effects on our daily lives. In a very creative
way, this book presents Charlotte’s daily
life and her (sometimes crazy) attempts to
change things for the best. A reflection on
changes, perseverance and on the importance
of respecting differences.

Cecília’s Sea
Author: Rosinha
Illustrations: Rosinha
Format: 30 x 15 cm
Pages: 32
ISBN: 978-85-10-06549-8
The poems of Cecília Meireles, one of
the most important Brazilian poetesses,
reveal a special world. Out of love
for the author’s work and in order to
acknowledge her importance for the
literature, the text talks about the
sensibility with which Cecília wrote and
aims at introducing the young readers to
her great and eternal work.
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Independents

The Humming Bird and the Sunflower
Author: Paula Valéria Andrade
Illustrations: Luis San Vicente
Format: 23,5 x 22,5 cm

Pages: 40
ISBN: 978-85-10-06585-6

Dodô is a female humming bird. Gil is a big sunflower in a yard.
They get to know each other after a misfortune. Dodô needed
help, and so did Gil, so they supported and did good things
to each other, and a strong and intense friendship blossomed
between them. This story brings a highly positive message
about friendship and companionship.

The Bald Lion King
Author: Maria Cristina Furtado
Illustrations: Evandro Marenda
Format: 20,5 x 27,5 cm

Pages: 48
ISBN: 978-85-10-06552-8

Arthur is a curious and smart little lion. Future king of the
Southern Forest, he becomes friends with many animals and is
fascinated with the diversity and the importance of each one of
them for the jungle. But there is something that makes Arthur
very sad: the inequality between the royals and the people.
This amazing story, which comes with a CD with fun songs, will
show that looks are not the most important things in the world.

24

Independents

The Princess’s Lice
Author: Rosinha
Illustrated by: Rosinha
Format: 24 x 24 cm

Pages: 32
ISBN: 978-85-10-06146-9

The life of a princess is not easy, full of rules and few friends.
Trying to change her routine, the small and solitary princess
of this book finds an unusual way to have fun: having lice.
However, they aren’t pleasant... To meet the requirements of
your highness, the order to produce some gold lice sounds
perfect! Through symbolic language, complemented by
beautiful and colorful illustrations by the author, this fun
story invites readers to reflect on creativity, individualism and
consumerism, social interaction and friendship.

Poems for Peace
Authors: César Obeid
and Jonas Ribeiro
Illustrated by: Vanina Starkoff

Format: 20,5 x 23,5 cm
Pages: 32
ISBN: 978-85-10-06312-8

Peace, an important theme to humanity, turned into poetry in
the creative hands of writers César Obeid and Jonas Ribeiro.
With rhythm and rhyme, the duo made poems for children to
have fun and reflect about respect, solidarity and dialogue;
all effects of peace. The illustrations of the Argentinian
Vanina Starkoff complement the text, bringing many colors,
lightness and details that convey a sense of true peace.
25

Akpalô
Collection

Author: Rosinha
Illustrated by: Rosinha
Format: 21,5 x 25 cm

This collection brings what’s most authentic in Brazilian culture, presenting with beautiful
illustrations various genres of the oral tradition, such as riddles, tongue twisters, ballads, and
much more.

The Old Woman and Her Pig
Pages: 32
ISBN: 978-85-10-05221-4
In this cumulative tale, based on an English story, a lonely old
woman buys a pig to be her companionship, but it refuses to go
home with her. She then asks the dog, the fire, and other elements
for help, but will she be able to go home with the pig?

Lia’s Ballads
Pages: 40
ISBN: 978-85-10-05316-7
What if simple ballads could change your life? That’s what
happens to Lia. The ballads transform her world after she finds a
special shell at the beach. But how did this happen? In this book,
the story meets the ballads, which are part of the most genuine
manifestations of Brazilian popular culture.

26

Akpalô Collection

Guess What!
Pages: 40
ISBN: 978-85-10-05220-7
Riddles are cool, but John likes them way too much. He can only
think using enigmas. Besides, he’s in love with a very complicated
princess. One day she is kidnapped, and he will need to solve many
riddles to save her. Will he be able to do it?

The Terrapin and the Fruit
Pages: 32
ISBN: 978-85-10-05458-4
This Brazilian indigenous tale tells the story of a very special fruit.
However, only the ones who know its name can eat it. Besides,
something odd happens every time to all those who try to discover
it. The smart terrapin knows how to remember the precious
information, but some troubles are in the animal’s way.

Mr. King, the Oven Door
Pages: 32
ISBN: 978-85-10-05315-0
Anyone who has heard “one, two, buckle my shoe” knows what
it is. These rhymed verses usually are present in child’s plays and
in many cultures since a long time. In this book, the Brazilian
play “oven door”, is the theme of fun and shows the creativity of
popular culture.

The ABC of Tongue Twister
Pages: 32
ISBN: 978-85-10-05222-1
There is no one who does not roll up the tongue and have fun speaking
tongue twister. Present in many cultures, the tongue twister plays
with the sounds of the letters of the alphabet. Everyone can create
one, it is only necessary to consider the most important: the more
you curl your tongue, better it is!

27

Heart
Journeys

Authors: Conceil Corrêa da Silva and Nye Ribeiro
Format: 20,5 x 23,5 cm

Collection
With a simple and direct language, the four titles in this collection deal with some
important things to the human being: feelings. Adding moving stories and beautiful
illustrations, the texts dialogue directly with the emotions of the readers.

28

Heart Journeys Collection

Patchwork
Illustrated by: Ellen Pestili
Pages: 24
ISBN: 978-85-10-04874-3
Felipe loved going to his Grandma’s house. She was a great
storyteller. One day, while the grandson helped her make a
new quilt, they start sewing memories together. From that day,
Felipe came to understand something unknown to him: the
sense of longing.

The Reasons of the Heart
Illustrated by: Eduardo Albini
Pages: 32
ISBN: 978-85-10-04151-5
Mabel was constantly questioning everything, from waking up
to bedtime. Her curiosity had no limit. As a birthday present, she
won a beautiful fish, which became her best friend – to a point
that it was the only one who knew her big and precious secret.
One day, the girl was surprised to realize that she had lost her
friend forever. After living a beautiful friendship, she will also
learn how to overcome the loss.

The City That Changed Its Name
Illustrated by: Fabiana Salomão
Pages: 24
ISBN: 978-85-10-04865-1
In the city of Trovoada, people barely leave their home. When they
are not working or stuck in traffic, they stay at home, grumpy
and grouchy. Therefore, the Sun, the birds and even the flowers
disappeared from the city. One day, due to a great friendship,
things started to change.

Mirradinho
Illustrated by: Thais Linhares
Pages: 24
ISBN: 978-85-10-04866-8
Mirradinho was a small tree who lived surrounded by other
famous and imposing trees. This situation bothered it so much
and it was suffering from unknowing its roots, family or origin.
It feared that this was its fate. Surprisingly, the spring brought
a beautiful revelation that would transform that tree into
something more than a teeny-weeny tree.
29

Age:

8 and up
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Pictures of the
Imagination

Author: Jonas Ribeiro
Format: 23 x 20 cm
Pages: 32

Collection
The collection presents seemingly fanciful situations, but with important questions
about our lives. The attitude and behavior of the characters makes the reader reflect
and identify with the narrative.

The Giant Cakes
Illustrated by: Meri
ISBN: 978-85-10-04397-7
Once upon a time, a family made giant cakes
to help hungry people. The family practiced a
beautiful gesture, but kept to themselves this
sweet and magical secret.

An Island a Thousand Miles
Away From Here
Illustrated by: Victor Tavares
ISBN: 978-85-10-05456-0
Marcelo is a young boy who loves being around his
grandparents. One day, when he gets a laptop as a
gift, he travels to a very distant island. During the
trip, however, Marcelo realizes that something is
missing in his life. Will the boy be able to go back
home and find what is missing?

Each Animal in Its Place
Illustrated by: Romont Willy
ISBN: 978-85-10-04867-5
The pig family was educated and their house was
clean and perfumed. The human family, however,
was totally disorganized. The appearances
deceive! Now, the pig family will have to teach the
humans that a cleaner world is always possible.

31

Children on
the Net
Collection

Authors: Cassiana Pizaia, Rima Awada
and Rosi Vilas Boas
Illustrated by: Thiago Lopes
Format: 16 x 23 cm
Pages: 24

Children on the Net Collection discusses relevant topics involving the internet, new
technologies, and education. All of this through the literature, with stories that help to
think and review concepts and attitudes in face of these important tools.

32

Children on the Net Collection

The Mysterious Forest
ISBN: 978-85-10-06189-6
Mariana is a connected young girl; she uses the internet to
answer all of her questions. Until a day, she entered into the
giant forest and got lost. She didn’t know she was in danger...
The enchanting forest of this story is the internet - which, while
providing good resources, is a place full of risks too.

Time Machines
ISBN: 978-85-10-06311-1
Gabriel’s father always say that he looks like his grandfather
José, but the boy does not understand why. Between new and old
machines and a lot of curiosity, the grandfather and grandson
will discover that they have a lot in common.

Words That Fly
ISBN: 978-85-10-06191-9
Bruna is a new student at school and still doesn’t know anyone,
but everyone recognizes her because she is a very strange girl.
The malicious comments leaked through the internet. Now it is
impossible to erase them, even from her wounded heart.

Super Connected
ISBN: 978-85-10-06190-2
Pedro is always connected to his video game, computer,
smartphone and television, but disconnected from the people
and the world around him. For this reason, he began to lose
the simple and important situations of the day. This book talks
about the exaggerations in the use of technologies.

33

Independents

Bolo Lobo – The Collections Book
Author: Renata Bueno
Illustrations: Renata Bueno
Format: 31 x 15 cm

Pages: 40
ISBN: 978-85-10-06573-3

Sequences, which are part of Mathematics, are the
theme in this colorful and challenging book. Through
some very common and some very unusual collections,
the reader is stimulated to discover what is missing in
order to complete the sequence correctly.

What Lovely Sounds
Authors: Penélope Martins and
Alexandre Honrado
Illustrations: Nívola Uyá

Format: 20,5 x 23,5 cm
Pages: 40
ISBN: 978-85-10-06527-6

A narrative about a beautiful love story filled with fun and
different onomatopoeias. The partnership between the
Portuguese writer Alexandre Honrado and the Brazilian writer
Penélope Martins produced this very sensible book about two
characters that love sounds, music and the simple things in life.

Mrs. Truth and Mrs. History
Author: Ilan Brenman
Illustrations: Jacobo Muñiz
Format: 21,5 x 25 cm

Pages: 32
ISBN: 978-85-10-06602-0

In this beautiful narrative, retold by prize-winning author Ilan
Brenman, a fantastic meeting between Mrs. Truth and Mrs. History
makes us think of the importance of both for humanity. There is
no History without the Truth, and vice versa, and this reflection
shows up through an abstract but absolutely clear text.
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Two by Four:
A Musical Encounter with Clowns
Authors: Grupo Esparrama
and Ester Freire
Illustrations: Jana Glatt

Format: 20,5 x 23,5
Pages: 48
ISBN: 978-85-10-06603-7

This book is a nice mix of circus, music and theater. The clowns
Batatinha and Nerdolino are looking forward to conducting a
string quartet. Through very funny situations and having the
musical universe as background, they will teach and learn a
lot of things related to sound, rhythm and other important
elements of this art.

Detective Cecilia and the Bronze Eagle
Author: Luis Eduardo Matta
Illustrations: Fábio Sgroi
Format: 16 x 23 cm

Pages: 80
ISBN: 978-85-10-06548-1

Cecilia, her best friend Mariela and her new best friend Bernardo
like to question things, to discover new things and aren’t easily
convinced of anything. When a disappearance occurs in their
neighborhood, Cecilia decides to solve the mystery.
Take part in this adventure with Cecilia, an aspiring detective who
will captivate readers with stories full of imagination, suspense
and investigation.

Problem Poems
Author: Renata Bueno
Illustrated by: Renata Bueno
Format: 20 x 20 cm

Pages: 40
ISBN: 978-85-10-05131-6

A fun text, full of rhymes and… Problems! The poems in this
book play with Mathematics by presenting riddles, puzzles,
and elaborating equations, which transform the problems
into poems and the poems into problems.
(Rights sold to France
and South Korea)
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Danite and the Lion:
A Tale from the Ethiopian Mountains
Author: Rogério Andrade Barbosa
Illustrated by: Ciça Fittipaldi
Format: 20,5 x 27,5 cm

Pages: 32
ISBN: 978-85-10-06153-7

Danite was very happy with her recent marriage, but she does
not realize how difficult it would be to deal with the resistance
from her stepson, Beshir. For some advice, she seeks a monk,
who proposes a task in exchange for help: bring three whiskers
of a lion. Danite will need a lot of patience to accomplish it.
Moreover, what would be the monk’s advice? Would it be worth
risking herself? Recreated by award-winning Rogério Andrade
Barbosa and Ciça Fittipaldi, the African tale in this book offers
an invaluable universal teaching about persistence.

Cordelendas – Indigenous Stories in Cordel
Author: César Obeid
Pages: 40
Illustrated by: Nireuda Longobardi ISBN: 978-85-10-05460-7
Format: 20,5 x 23,5 cm
This book brings the poeticity of the indigenous tales mixed
with the dynamism of the rhymes of cordel verses. In this book,
readers find some explanations for some situations and for the
origin of things that are around us.

The Cure of the Earth
Author: Eliane Potiguara
Illustrated by: Soud
Format: 20,5 x 23,5 cm

Pages: 32
ISBN: 978-85-10-05801-8

Moína is an indigenous girl who is very curious and loves to
be in her grandma’s arms, listening to stories. She wants to
understand the meaning of life and all its transformations.
However, a special story will reveal the pain that the indigenous
people lived and how they found the cure of the Earth.
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Forms and Colors of Africa
Authors: Mércia Maria Leitão
and Neide Duarte
Illustrated by: Simone Matias

Format: 20,5 x 27,5 cm
Pages: 48
ISBN: 978-85-10-05524-6

The book presents the relationship between a grandson and
his grandfather of African origin. Through objects such as
masks, costumes and stories full of charm and magic, the
grandfather rescues in a thrilling way his past and gives the
origin a real journey, with beauty, wealth and diversity of
history and culture of the African continent.

Tales of the Ice Land
Author: Rogério Andrade Barbosa
Illustrated by: Graça Lima
Format: 27 x 20 cm
Pages: 32
ISBN: 978-85-10-04829-3
Why are there days and nights? How did the wind
appear? Where do we come from? The Eskimos try to
solve these and other nature mysteries through very
interesting tales that are passed on from one generation
to another in the Arctic, a cold and distant region.

The Invisible Stair
Authors: César Obeid and Jonas Ribeiro
Illustrated by: Anabella López
Format: 20,5 x 23,5 cm
Pages: 32
ISBN: 978-85-10-05369-3
Filó and her sister Sofia are standing by Grandpa Quinho’s
bedroom door, just as sad as him and all the family, because
Grandma Ninha is gone. In this context, Sofia and Filó talk
about the invisible stair, which is not seen by everyone and
which takes the beloved ones to a place where everything is
just fine.
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9 and up
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Love Tales from the Five Continents
Author: Rogério Andrade Barbosa
Illustrations: Mauricio Negro, Daniel Gray-Barnett, Setor
Fiadzigbey, Suntur, Brooke Smart y Elisabet Ericson
Format: 20,5 x 23,5 cm
Pages: 56
ISBN: 978-85-10-06564-1
Love stories, with or without happy endings, have always
been everywhere in the world. In this book, Rogério Andrade
Barbosa tells five traditional tales about love, one from each
continent, presenting different cultures and representations
of this feeling. In this project, each tale is illustrated by a
person representing their continent, complementing the
touching narratives.

Golden Moon
Author: Luiz Antonio Aguiar
Illustrations: Marilia Pirillo
Format: 17 x 24 cm
Pages: 40
ISBN: 978-85-10-06546-7
Chico’s father has a great love story and decides to tell it
to his son after he insists a lot. The first kiss, in a summer
camp. An unforgettable moment… A delightful narrative
about feelings, maturity and also about how loving someone
can bring new questions to the minds of everybody who is
discovering love.
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Afternoon Tea, Trouble for Me
Author: Jonas Ribeiro
Illustrations: Luciano Tasso
Format: 17 x 24 cm

Pages: 40
ISBN: 978-85-10-06541-2

Oh, the first love… In this book, Aninha loves Marcelo, who loves
her back. Notes come and go in the classroom and an invitation
for an afternoon tea is almost like a big-budget movie. But
Aninha and her mother couldn’t imagine that things would go
so wrong as soon as the guest arrived… In a very fun way, this
book talks about love, friendship and maturity.
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The Disappearance of the Moon
Author: Manuel Filho
Illustrated by: Roberto Weigand
Format: 20,5 x 23,5 cm
Pages: 32
ISBN: 978-85-10-05459-1
In a strange night, the moon disappeared from the sky, and
everybody were in panic. However, Éder, Elias and their cousin
Tri, will discover what happened and will revive the exciting
story of Capéi, a fascinating character of an indigenous tale.

A Polar Bear in New York
Author: Jussara Braga
Illustrated by: Bruno Gomes
Format: 20,5 x 23,5 cm
Pages: 40
ISBN: 978-85-10-05489-8
A polar bear makes a speech in the United Nations
Headquarters to draw the attention of the authorities to the
need to preserve the planet and his habitat. The glaciers are
melting and Kim is trying to alert the whole world before it’s
too late.

Majority Minority
Author: Tânia Alexandre Martinelli
Pages: 40
Illustrated by: Veridiana Scarpelli ISBN: 978-85-10-06192-6
Format: 17 x 24 cm
The words are present in João Pedro’s daily life, helping
him understand what happens around him. With terms as
“majority” and “minority”, which turn up when a friend was
victim of racism, it wasn’t different. This book discuss diversity,
discrimination and important awareness about the world.
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The Ring You Gave Me
Author: Neusa Sorrenti
Illustrated by: Maria Eugênia
Format: 16 x 23 cm
Páginas: 40
ISBN: 978-85-10-05488-1
Letícia, the girl Lelé, is very restless and draws attention
wherever she goes. In her birthday, she invites many people
and her parents have to handle them all. She won many
gifts, but one especially: a beautiful ring. Lelé gets extremely
curious. Who gave her this gift?

Wardrobe Went Nuts
Author: Jonas Ribeiro
Illustrated by: Suppa
Format: 17 x 24 cm
Pages: 64
ISBN: 978-85-10-04408-0
In this story, the clothes and other household objects think,
feel, act and speak! Besides, the people who live there are
also very crazy. Have fun with D. Antonia and this narrative
full of humor.

The House of the Flood
Author: Paulo Venturelli
Illustrated by: Negreiros
Format: 16 x 23 cm
Pages: 40
ISBN: 978-85-10-05486-7
In this house, the children make colored pee and, thereby,
produce beautiful works of art. Parents are former opera
singers. However, something will happen and will change the
life of this family. The story allows the reader to reflect on
art, family life, money and creative and fun universe of family
and human relations.
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11 and up
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Crazy for Comics
Author: Tânia Alexandre Martinelli
Illustrated by: Quanta Estúdio
Format: 17 x 26 cm
Pages: 88
ISBN: 978-85-10-04945-0
Caio is a boy who loves comics. He writes screenplays
like his idols. Then he will meet Olivia, a girl who loves
manga. Together they will have to understand the new
events of their lives.

Sensor: The Game
Author: Manuel Filho
Illustrated by: Laurent Cardon
Format: 17 x 26 cm
Páginas: 88
ISBN: 978-85-10-05342-6
Fred joins an ultra-secret project to develop a super
modern and revolutionary game: The Sensor. However,
things seem to have gone out of control. What will
happen to Fred and other people involved in this project?
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Under Lock
and Key

Format: 14 x 23 cm

Collection
This new collection for young adults, by renowned authors, presents surprising
narratives, well-kept secrets, exciting adventures and lots of investigation and
suspense, which will certainly please all readers who have a love for mystery.

Sun-kissed
Author: Rogério Andrade Barbosa
Illustrations: John Kilaka
Pages: 72
ISBN: 978-85-10-06572-6
Kivuli lives in Tanzania, an African
country. He would be an ordinary African
boy, living with his family and going to
school every day if it wasn’t for a detail:
he is albino, that is, he has an anomaly
that blocks his skin from producing
melanin. Due to local beliefs, albinos are
harassed, hunted and their lives are often
in danger. He will need a lot of strength
to fight against prejudice and violence.

Before Dawn
Author: Caio Riter
Illustrations: Tiago Sousa
Pages: 80
ISBN: 978-85-10-06550-4
A school project and a crazy bet end up
taking a group of teenagers to a cemetery
in the evening of a Friday 13th. Terrifying
is not enough to describe the situation
they find themselves in, because an old
curse is on its way, out of sheer revenge.
Waking up zombies is definitely not a
good idea.
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Lisbon: a Dream, a Nightmare
Authors: Regina Drummond and Rosana Rios
Illustrations: Jorge Mateus
Pages: 200
ISBN: 978-85-10-06601-3
Embarking against her will to Lisbon because of an
inheritance an aunt left for her is turning into a
nightmare to Doroteia. Going to Lisbon at least once
is, on the other hand, Toni’s greatest dream. These
two characters are in different moments of their lives,
but the virtual paths will bring them closer in an
unthinkable way. But a mystery and lots of dangers
are around this story. The illustrations by Jorge Mateus
help give this book the perfect atmosphere.

Rocinante’s Mystery
Author: Luiz Antonio Aguiar
Illustrations: Weberson Santiago
Pages: 136
ISBN: 978-85-10-06605-1
Vivi and Gigi are two friends that won’t rest until they
solve the mysterious disappearance of the Christmas tree
from the Rocinante apartment building. The building’s
crazy manager, the annoying tenant and all of the
problematic families living in this building might have
a lot to say about this matter. With parallel stories, the
author takes us to a great comedy of manners, in which
good humor and perspicacity are the main ingredients.
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Old Stories Stored
Author: Sandra Pina
Illustrations: Daniel Araujo
Pages: 136
ISBN: 978-85-10-06599-3
Vânia and Vitor are twins whose father is an architect.
They move to the historical center of an old town and
need to get used to it. Everything seemed very boring
until the day they find a secret door in the basement on
the building they live in. The mystery gets bigger when
they come across very old and well-kept secrets from
the tenants.
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HQ Brasil
Collection

Format: 17 x 26 cm

This new collection for young adults presents, adapted into comics, classic short stories
created by the most important Brazilian writers. The complexity and particularities of
the Brazilian culture and identity are contemplated with dynamic and modern texts and
illustrations and it will certainly please all young readers and comics enthusiasts.
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Midnight Mass and Other Stories
by Machado de Assis
Author: Francisco Vilachã (adaptation)/Machado de Assis
Illustrations: Francisco Vilachã
Pages: 80
ISBN: 978-85-10-06604-4
This selection brings some of Machado de Assis’ short stories
adapted into comics. The stories “Midnight mass”, “A school
story”, “The mirror” and “Holidays” in comics present the
wonder of the machadian narrative. Other textual genres
by the author are contemplated in this adaptation. An
invitation to the young reader to know a little more about
this great author, one of the most important Brazilian
persons of all times.

The Christmas Turkey and Other Stories
by Mário de Andrade
Author: Francisco Vilachã (adaptation)/ Mário de Andrade
Illustrations: Francisco Vilachã
Pages: 80
ISBN: 978-85-10-06606-8
Mário de Andrade is an icon of the Brazilian literature and
some of his short stories were carefully adapted into comics.
This selection includes “The Christmas turkey”, “Dressed in
black”, “I wonder if Benedito!”, “Cain, Cain and all the rest”,
presenting also excerpts and small texts of the most varied
genres produced by the author. The essence of the language
and of the narrative was rigorously and faithfully preserved
to introduce this great Brazilian author to the young reader
and to the comics’ lovers.
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All Prose
Series

Format: 14 x 20 cm

The All Prose Series is made for the young reader who loves good stories, enjoys good
books and likes to feed their imagination with good literature. Books with cool texts,
incredible designs, which are pure pleasure to read.
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The Other Ones
Author: Ivan Jaf
Illustrated by: Rafael Antón
Pages: 128
ISBN: 978-85-10-06139-1
After the mother’s death, a father and a son move
to a far away district. They are searching for a new
beginning for their lives. The father is cautious about
getting involved with the new neighborhood, which
have many needs... A touching and delightful story
about human relationships that will bring a new way
of looking towards other people.

Metamorphoses and Dreams
Author: Anna Claudia Ramos
Illustrated by: Suryara Bernardi
Pages: 128
ISBN: 978-85-10-06385-2
Fatty, cute and smart. Igor is tired of labels. His goal
is losing 66 lb to get a girlfriend. This decided boy full
of dreams knows that he will have to metamorphose
up to discover his happiness. To find himself, Igor
will need something that requires a great number of
effort and contemplation: equilibrium.
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Between Silence and Gestures
Author: Marcos Arthur
Illustrated by: Alexandre Matos
Pages: 144
ISBN: 978-85-10-06154-4
Marcel is a shy boy. A lot of his shyness is due to consequences
of a disease he faced when he was a baby: polio. For this
reason, he is bullied at school. However, inspired by his
parents, Marcel finds a way to react: his unique talent to
pantomime theater - the art of expressing feelings through
gestures and in silence.

Humpback Whale
Author: Luís Dill
Illustrated by: Sandra Jávera
Pages: 128
ISBN: 978-85-10-06148-3
August entered with Rafael’s house walls written: Murderer!
Your brother really did something that bad? In addition, why
Rafael had to live in his aunt’s house, if he wasn’t guilty?
How to enjoy his vacation if Cid was also there? In a delicate
and intriguing way, this story presents the literature through
the eyes of those who comprehends the world from other
perspective.

Starway
Author: Raul Drewnick
Illustrated by: Jana Glatt
Pages: 144
ISBN: 978-85-10-06140-7
Fernanda knows for sure what she wants to be when she
grows up, but when she decided to tell her family, not even
her sister and best friend confident, Luísa, backed her up.
By any chance, being a model is that absurd? The problem is
when a dream becomes a nightmare... This book guides the
young ones to think over human relationships, professional
career and boundaries in searching for fame.
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Every Dream in the World
Author: Giselda Laporta Nicolelis
Illustrated by: Eduardo Uchôa
Pages: 88
ISBN: 978-85-10-06141-4
How would you react if you found out that your father is not
your biological father? Alternatively, if your picture were in
a website of missing children? The short stories in this book,
introduced poetically with Fernando Pessoa’s immortal
verses, reveal the reality of many families, different in their
formation, but with many feelings and dreams in common.

Brasília, a Journey Through Time
Author: Eliana Martins
Illustrated by: Daniel Araujo
Pages: 128
ISBN: 978-85-10-05993-0
Manuela and Guilherme have a common dream and they
see in a schoolwork the opportunity of being “writers for
one day”. When they are interviewing the writer Marici
Menezes, something strange happens. A book full of
mystery, which will make the reader go back in time and
meet the characters involved with the construction of the
new capital of Brazil, Brasília.

The Club of the Forgotten Books
Author: Fábio Monteiro
Illustrated by: Elma
Pages: 56
ISBN: 978-85-10-05800-1
The Club of the Forgotten Books is an exclusive and very
serious event that happens every Thursday in the library,
where Flora finds her several friends to discuss about the
books they read. However, something is responsible to make
the club even more special. Who are Flora’s friends?
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Hard Game
Author: Eliana Martins
Illustrated by: Veridiana Scarpelli
Pages: 88
ISBN: 978-85-10-06021-9
Nildo was a hard-working guy, but the provocations of Xande
and other schoolmates made his grades drop and that is why
he repeated the sixth year. Even doctor Machado, Marina’s
father, realized that Nildo needed some help. This is a story
about differences and friendship and how this will help the
boy overcome bullying and start fighting for an ideal in this
hard game of life.

Romeu Guarani and Julieta Capuleto
Author: César Obeid
Illustrated by: Catarina Bessell
Pages: 96
ISBN: 978-85-10-06023-3
The children of two rival families meet each other and fall in
love. However, the destiny will be cruel to the couple and due
to a misunderstanding and fancy plans of a teacher, they
won’t be able to live their love. This book brings the classic
Romeo and Juliet to the brazilian context in a fascinating
retelling of Shakespeare’s work.

Feelings: Lost and Found
Authors: Ivan Jaf, Luiz Antonio Aguiar, João Anzanello
Carrascoza, Shirley Souza, Menalton Braff, Marcia Kupstas,
Raul Drewnick and Carmen Lucia Campos
Illustrated by: Silvia Amstalden
Pages: 144
ISBN: 978-85-10-06024-0
Being a teenager is not easy at all. Abandoning the child
and being mature in certain situations requires a lot of us,
especially with the intensity of the feelings at this stage.
Can adults be mature all the time or they act like children
and teenagers sometimes? In this book, the readers will get
in touch with people who, irrespective of age, are moved by
feelings.
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Folklore Encounters of Benito Folgaça
Author: Alexandre de Castro Gomes
Illustrated by: Samuel Casal
Pages: 96
ISBN: 978-85-10-06020-2
Since Jurandir Folgaça has died, his son Benito started to
have amazing encounters with very curious characters of our
folklore. That is why Benito will have to travel throughout the
country to escape from these scary and mysterious characters.

Corrupt!
Author: Júlio Emílio Braz
Illustrated by: André Rocca
Pages: 104
ISBN: 978-85-10-06193-3
Herbert and Denise are two teenagers who are struggling
after their father appears on the news program accused of
corruption. Due to their father’s actions, the teenagers are
the target of malicious comments, accusations, speculation
and name-calling. How to maintain family structure and lead
life forward?

Strong Wind, From South to North
Author: Manuel Filho
Illustrated by: Paola Saliby
Pages: 144
ISBN: 978-85-10-05995-4
Since she was a child, Luísa had to face three situations of
prejudice: being a black girl, adopted and daughter of gay
parents. When she called Henrique to her home to help him
with the math classes, she never thought that he would act
like so many others. A surrounding story that deals with issues
such as homophobia, racism and prejudice, but friendship
and love will make Luísa, protagonist of this sensitive text,
become strong to hold the southern and northern winds.
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My Planet, My Home
Author: Shirley Souza
Illustrations: Jan Limpens
Format: 17 x 24 cm
Pages: 136
ISBN: 978-85-10-06553-5
At school, everybody agrees that a big company can help a
small town develop, but they also agree that sustainability
and environmental conservation can’t be left behind. Blá
and Cadu are on opposite sides. Juba, their friend, is trying
to manage this war. With a compelling narrative, this book
approaches this very urgent matter: sustainable development.

How to Drive Your Physics Teacher Insane
Author: Elika Takimoto
Illustrations: Ana Matsusaki
Format: 17 x 24 cm
Pages: 160
ISBN: 978-85-10-06586-3
And here comes teacher Inácio, always explaining Physics
concepts and formulas like a true scientist. The students,
however, are barely interested in them. Hideo wants to be
the hero who will save his classmates from these things.
By questioning some of the teacher’s definitions, Hideo
unintentionally ends up helping him reflect on the teaching
of Physics and on how questioning is important for building
new concepts.

The Greatest Mystery of All
Authors: Miguel Nicolelis and Giselda Laporta Nicolelis
Illustrations: Ana Matsusaki
Format: 16 x 23 cm
Pages: 88
ISBN: 978-85-10-06551-1
Scientist Miguel Nicolelis is a world reference in researches
about how the brain works and topics related to it. With his
mother Giselda (author of many books for young adults),
he wrote this book full of curiosities and thoughts on the
progresses science and medicine have made. What secrets
does the human body still keep? The human being’s greatest
mystery of all is certainly this machine that can make
unthinkable wonders: our brain.
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The Chinese Vase
Author: Tânia Alexandre Martinelli
Illustrated by: Mariana Zanetti
Format: 16 x 21,5 cm
Pages: 112
ISBN: 978-85-10-05473-7
Ana Maria is a young girl who lost her father. When
she finds a similar vase to the one her father gave her,
she begins to recall many memories. This is a narrative
about feelings, discoveries, imagination, and fears of a
teenager who is trying to find her own identity.

Behind the Flames
Author: Luís Dill
Illustrated by: Andréa Corbani
Format: 14 x 21 cm
Pages: 96
ISBN: 978-85-10-04233-8
Verônica is a 15 years old girl. On her vacation, she
meets Diego, a slightly older boy. She falls in love with
him and lives new feelings and discoveries, many of
them related to sexuality. However, Verônica discovers
that someone filmed her kissing Diego and put the
video on the internet. Who has done it?
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